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What are the implications for the existence of subthreshold ion
channels, their localization profiles, and plasticity on local field
potentials (LFPs)? Here, we assessed the role of hyperpolarization-
activated cyclic-nucleotide–gated (HCN) channels in altering hippo-
campal theta-frequency LFPs and the associated spike phase. We
presented spatiotemporally randomized, balanced theta-modu-
lated excitatory and inhibitory inputs to somatically aligned, mor-
phologically realistic pyramidal neuron models spread across a
cylindrical neuropil. We computed LFPs from seven electrode sites
and found that the insertion of an experimentally constrained
HCN-conductance gradient into these neurons introduced a loca-
tion-dependent lead in the LFP phase without significantly altering
its amplitude. Further, neurons fired action potentials at a specific
theta phase of the LFP, and the insertion of HCN channels intro-
duced large lags in this spike phase and a striking enhancement in
neuronal spike-phase coherence. Importantly, graded changes in
either HCN conductance or its half-maximal activation voltage
resulted in graded changes in LFP and spike phases. Our conclu-
sions on the impact of HCN channels on LFPs and spike phase were
invariant to changes in neuropil size, to morphological heteroge-
neity, to excitatory or inhibitory synaptic scaling, and to shifts in
the onset phase of inhibitory inputs. Finally, we selectively abol-
ished the inductive lead in the impedance phase introduced by
HCN channels without altering neuronal excitability and found
that this inductive phase lead contributed significantly to changes
in LFP and spike phase. Our results uncover specific roles for HCN
channels and their plasticity in phase-coding schemas and in the
formation and dynamic reconfiguration of neuronal cell assemblies.
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Local field potentials (LFPs) have been largely believed to be a
reflection of the synaptic drive that impinges on a neuron. In

recent experimental and modeling studies, there has been a lot of
debate on the source and spatial extent of LFPs (1–9). However,
most of these studies have used neurons with passive dendrites in
their models and/or have largely focused on the contribution of
spike-generating conductances to LFPs (7, 8, 10, 11). Despite the
widely acknowledged regulatory roles of subthreshold-activated
ion channels and their somatodendritic gradients in the physi-
ology and pathophysiology of synapses and neurons (12–17), the
implications for their existence on LFPs and neuronal spike
phase have surprisingly remained unexplored. This lacuna in
LFP analysis is especially striking because local and widespread
plasticity of these channels has been observed across several
physiological and pathological conditions, translating to putative
roles for these channels in neural coding, homeostasis, disease
etiology and remedies, learning, and memory (16, 18–23).
In this study, we focus on the role of hyperpolarization-acti-

vated cyclic nucleotide-gated (HCN) channels that mediate the h
current (Ih) in regulating LFPs and theta-frequency spike phase.
From a single-neuron perspective, HCN channels in CA1 pyra-
midal neurons play a critical role in regulating neuronal in-
tegration and excitability (14, 24–27) and importantly introduce

an inductive phase lead in the voltage response to theta-frequency
oscillatory inputs (28), thereby enabling intraneuronal synchrony
of incoming theta-frequency inputs (29). Given these and their
predominant dendritic expression (25), we hypothesized HCN
channels as regulators of LFPs through their ability to alter the
amplitude and phase of the intracellular voltage response, thereby
altering several somatodendritic transmembrane currents that
contribute to LFPs. The CA1 region of the hippocampus offers an
ideal setup to test this hypothesis, given the regular, open-field
organization (4, 6, 7) of the pyramidal neurons endowed with
well-established somatodendritic gradients in ion channel densi-
ties (16). As this organization enables us to assess the role of
location-dependent channel expression profiles on LFPs across
different strata, we tested our hypothesis, using a computational
scheme involving morphologically realistic, physiologically con-
strained conductance-based model neurons. Our results posi-
tively test our hypothesis and provide specific evidence for novel
roles for HCN channels and their inductive component in reg-
ulating LFP and spike phases, apart from enhancing spike-phase
coherence. These results identify definite roles for HCN chan-
nels in phase-coding schemas and in the formation and dynamic
reconfiguration of neuronal cell assemblies and argue for the
incorporation of subthreshold-activated ion channels, their gra-
dients, and their plasticity into the computation of LFPs.

Results
We performed our experiments on a neuropil containing 440
morphologically realistic, conductance-based CA1 pyramidal
neuronal models, whose somata were distributed within a cylin-
drical volume of 200 μm diameter and 40 μm height (Fig. 1A).
We stimulated the neuronal compartments with theta-modulated
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(8 Hz) excitatory and inhibitory inputs, with an experimentally
constrained synaptic distribution (Fig. 1B). The passive proper-
ties and the gradient in HCN-channel density (Fig. 1C) were set
to match the functional maps of input resistance (Rin) (Fig. 1C),
local (fR), and transfer (fTR) resonance frequencies (Fig. 1D),
apart from setting the synchronization frequency (Fig. 1E) at
∼8 Hz (16, 25, 26, 28, 29).
As a first step, we removed all voltage-gated ion channels

(VGIC) from the entire neuronal population and computed
LFPs, using the line-source approximation method (4, 6–8, 30,
31). As a direct consequence of theta-modulated synaptic inputs
(8 Hz) that drove the neuronal compartments, the LFPs across
strata depicted theta-band modulation (Fig. 1F). With an open-
field dipole oriented with the sink in the stratum radiatum (SR)
and a source around the perisomatic region (4, 6, 7), the theta-
frequency LFP recorded across different sites exhibited a pro-
gressive phase shift across recording sites adding to ∼180° (Fig. 1F).

Next, we introduced Na+ and delayed-rectifier K+ channels into
the somatodendritic arbor of these neurons and recorded somatic
intracellular voltages to calculate neuronal spike phases with ref-
erence to the stratum pyramidale (SP) LFP (Fig. 1G). We found
that neuronal spikes were triggered at specific theta phases close to
the trough of the SP LFP (Fig. 1 G and H). These conclusions on
phase shifts in cross-strata theta-frequency LFPs and spikes aligned
to specific phases of the SP LFP are consistent with experimental
measurements from rodent hippocampus (32–35).

HCN Channels Introduced a Phase Lead in LFPs Across Strata. To
assess the role of HCN channels and their graded plasticity
(16, 22–24, 26, 28) on LFPs, we next measured LFPs in models
with three different base values (gBaseh = 55 μS/cm2, 85 μS/cm2, and
160 μS/cm2) for the somatodendritic gradient (Fig. 1C) of HCN
channels, set across the arbor of all constituent neurons (Fig. S1
A–C). Because of the domination of the underlying rhythmic

Fig. 1. Model components and computation of local-field potentials and spike theta phase. (A, Left) A single electrode with seven recording sites, located at
the center of the cylindrical neuropil, spanned all strata of the CA1 (SO, stratum oriens; SP, stratum pyramidale; SR, stratum radiatum; and SLM, stratum
lacunosum moleculare). (A, Right) The line source approximation method. Shown is a single line segment of length l, separated by a radial (perpendicular)
distance r from a recording site. The nearest distance between the compartment and the perpendicular is denoted by h and s = l + h. (B) Distribution of
unitary somatic EPSP amplitudes (vuEPSP) as a function of radial distance from the soma, depicting distance invariance of vuEPSP. (C and D) Input resistance
(C) and local and transfer resonance frequency (D) in the presence of a sigmoidal gradient of HCN conductance (C, Inset), all plotted along the somatoapical
trunk. (E) Transfer impedance phase profile for four different locations along the somatoapical trunk. Arrow indicates the synchronization frequency at
∼8 Hz. (F, Left) Normalized LFP traces (1 s) computed using LSA for SO, SP, SR, and SLM. (F, Right) LFP phase (mean ± SEM, 10 cycles) at each recording site,
with reference to the SP LFP. (G, Bottom) SP LFP with spikes (ticks) and intracellular voltage for a single neuron. (G, Top) Distribution of spike phases of the
neuron, at various cycles, with reference to the SP LFP. (H, Bottom) Raster plot for 25 neurons and corresponding spike time histogram and SP LFP. (H, Top)
Histogram of the spike phases with reference to the SP LFP for the population of 25 neurons.
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high-conductance state (36), the LFP amplitudes across re-
cording sites were not significantly different with the insertion of
HCN channels. However, the incorporation of HCN channels
introduced a significant location-dependent phase lead in the
LFPs across all recording sites, when compared with corre-
sponding LFPs computed in the absence of HCN channels (Fig.
2A). Assessing the mechanistic basis for this, we noted that the
incorporation of HCN channels introduced an inductive lead in
the intracellular local response voltage (28, 29) with reference to
the response voltage in the passive neuron. Consequently, the
transmembrane leak current in these compartments (which, by
definition, followed the local voltage) exhibited a phase lead with
reference to the leak current recorded in the absence of HCN
channels. As LFPs are correlated with the net transmembrane

current, LFPs computed in the presence of HCN channels
showed a phase lead across all strata in comparison to the LFPs
computed in their absence (Fig. 2A). The phase of the local leak
current and its somatodendritic distribution, in conjunction with
the density of HCN channels (higher in distal apical dendrites)
and the differential activation of HCN channels as a consequence
of the relative phase difference and localization profiles of synaptic
types (inhibition induces perisomatic hyperpolarization, whereas
excitation induces SR depolarization, with a 60° phase shift) then
explains the location dependence of LFP phase lead introduced by
HCN channels. Consistent with this inference, we found that the
LFP phase lead was graded and increased progressively with in-
crease in HCN conductance (Fig. 2B), suggesting a graded in-
fluence of global HCN-channel plasticity on LFP phase.

Fig. 2. Incorporating HCN channels resulted in a location-dependent lead in the LFP phase, a lag in the spike phase, and a reduction in spike-phase jitter.
(A, Left) Normalized LFP traces (1 s) for different strata in the presence (gBase

h = 85 μS/cm2) and in the absence (gBase
h = 0 μS/cm2) of HCN channels. (A, Center) LFP

phase (mean ± SEM over 10 cycles) with reference to the stratum pyramidale (SP) LFP for corresponding traces in A, Left. (A, Right) Strata-wise cycle-matched
difference (mean ± SEM) between the LFP phase obtained with gBase

h = 85 μS/cm2 and 0 μS/cm2. (B, Top) Normalized LFP traces (1 s) for different gBase
h values

depicted with reference to the excitatory input θ. (B, Bottom) LFP phase (SP recording site) with reference to the excitatory input θ, plotted for different gBase
h

values. (C) Population spike time histograms (1 s) with corresponding SP LFP, plotted for different gBase
h values. (D) Spike-phase difference (cycle matched for

8 cycles; mean ± SEM) between the spike phase for the said gBase
h value and for the case where gBase

h = 0 μS/cm2 (n = 24 neurons for gBase
h = 85 μS/cm2 and 160 μS/cm2).

(E) LFP phase with reference to the excitatory input θ (mean ± SEM, 10 cycles) for baseline V1=2 (ΔV1=2 = 0 mV) and hyperpolarized (ΔV1=2 = –5 mV) and
depolarized V1=2 (ΔV1=2 = +5 mV) of HCN-channel activation. (F) Population spike time histograms (1 s) with corresponding SP LFP with ΔV1=2 = –5 mV and
ΔV1=2 = +5 mV. (G) Spike-phase difference (cycle matched for 8 cycles; mean ± SEM) between the spike phase for the case where ΔV1=2 = –5/+5 mV and those
with ΔV1=2 = 0 mV (n = 24 neurons). (A, B, and E) *P < 0.05, **P < 0.005 (Wilcoxon signed-rank test). (D and G) **P < 0.005 (Student’s t test on the null
hypothesis of no spike-phase difference).
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HCN Channels Induced a Lag in the Spike Phase and Enhanced
Neuronal Spike Phase Coherence. How does the presence of and
plasticity in (26, 27) HCN-channel conductance alter the theta
phase of neuronal spikes? We plotted the population spike-
timing histogram and the corresponding SP LFP for each HCN-
channel density under consideration (Fig. 2C). With increase in
gBaseh , we observed that the jitter associated with spike phases
decreased, thereby enhancing their coherence with reference to
the SP LFP (Fig. 2C). To quantify this, we calculated spike-phase
coherence, CΦ (37), and observed that CΦ increased with in-
creasing gBaseh . This is consistent with earlier observations that
HCN channels reduce temporal summation (14, 24–26), in effect
reducing the temporal window for spike-generating coincidence
detection (38, 39), a property that critically depends on their
ability to introduce an inductive component (38). Specifically,
the presence of HCN channels constricts the ability of a neuron
to spike across a large span of the theta oscillation, thereby
leading to enhanced spike-phase coherence (Fig. 2C). Finally, we
found that the theta phase of the spikes showed a progressive
and significant lag with increase in HCN-channel density (Fig.
2D), implying a graded influence of global HCN plasticity on
spike phase.
Apart from changes in conductance, plasticity and cyclic nu-

cleotide-dependent modulation of HCN channels have been
demonstrated (40–43) to also manifest as shifts in their half-
maximal activation voltage (V1/2). To assess the impact of such
shifts on LFP and spike phase, we repeated our simulations and
analyses with different values of HCN-channel V1/2 (Fig. 2 E–G).
We found that depolarization of V1/2 resulted in an increased
lead in LFP phase (Fig. 2E and Fig. S1 D and E), an increased
spike-phase coherence (Fig. 2F), and an increased lag in spike
phase (Fig. 2G). We noted that our observations with depo-
larization of V1/2 were similar to those with increase in gBaseh (Fig.
2 A–D). This should be expected given that Ih increases either
with increase in gBaseh or with depolarization of V1/2, given simi-
larities in the impact of either change on several intrinsic prop-
erties (26, 28).

Regulation of LFP and Spike Phases by HCN Channels Was Invariant to
Changes in Neuropil Size and to Morphological Heterogeneity. Our
analyses thus far were performed with a small 200-μm diameter
cylindrical neuropil in an effort to reduce computational burden.
How dependent were our conclusions on the size of the neuro-
pil? To address this, we repeated our simulations with two ad-
ditional neuropils with 400 μm diameter (total number of
neurons: 1,797) and 1,000 μm diameter (total number of neu-
rons: 11,297; Fig. 3A), while retaining the same density of neu-
rons across neuropils and with identical electrode location at the
center of the neuropil. As expected (7), the LFP amplitude in-
creased with increase in neuropil size (Fig. 3B, Left and Fig. S2).
However, the contribution per neuron from the distal annuli
decreased by orders of magnitude (Fig. 3B, Right), suggesting
minimal contribution of neurons from these annuli to the LFP.
Importantly, the introduction of an HCN-channel gradient (Fig. 1
C–E) into the constituent neurons resulted in a lead in the LFP
phase without significant changes in LFP amplitude (Fig. 3 B–D and
Fig. S2), an increase in spike-phase coherence (Fig. 3E), and a lag in
the associated spike phase (Fig. 3F) across all tested neuropils.
Next, although our analyses thus far were performed with in-

dependently rotated versions of a morphological reconstruction
with randomly located probabilistic synaptic input (7), they were
derived from a single morphological reconstruction (n123; Fig.
1A). To address the impact of morphological heterogeneity, we
employed an additional morphological reconstruction (ri04; Fig.
S3A), tuned its intrinsic and synaptic properties along its soma-
todendritic arbor to match with experimental observations (Fig.
S3 B–E), and uniformly distributed the two morphologies with
random rotations across the neuropil (Fig. 3G). Comparing LFPs

and spikes obtained in the absence and the presence of HCN
channels, we found the impact of HCN channels in introducing a
lead in LFP phase (Fig. 3H and Fig. S3 F and G), an increase in
spike-phase coherence (Fig. 3I and Fig. S3H), and a lag in spike
phase (Fig. 3J) to be invariant to morphological heterogeneity.
Together, these results suggested that the impact of HCN chan-
nels on LFP phase, spike phase, and spike coherence was invariant
to changes in neuropil size and to morphological heterogeneity.

Regulation of LFP and Spike Phases by HCN Channels Was Invariant to
Changes in Synaptic Parameters. Were our conclusions on the role
of HCN channels in altering LFP and spike phases (Figs. 2 and
3) specific to our choice of parameters associated with the ex-
citatory and inhibitory drive? To address these, we performed
detailed sensitivity analyses on parameters (Fig. 4 and Figs. S4–
S7) associated with excitatory and inhibitory synapses. We found
that the introduction of HCN channels resulted in a lead in the
LFP phase, an enhancement in spike-phase coherence, and a lag
in the spike phase, irrespective of up- or down-regulation of
excitatory (Fig. 4 A–C) or inhibitory (Fig. 4 D–F) synapses. Next,
we reanalyzed the data presented in Fig. 4 A–F to ask whether
synaptic scaling of excitatory or inhibitory inputs altered LFPs
and spikes. Whereas increasing AMPAR conductances induced
a lag in the SP LFP and a lead in the spike phase (Fig. S4), in-
crease in GABAAR conductances resulted in a lead in the SP
LFP and a lag in the spike phase (Fig. S5). We noted that the
spike-phase coherence was not significantly altered by synaptic
scaling (Fig. 4 B and E and Figs. S4 and S5).
How dependent were our conclusions on the specific choice

of the phase difference, ϕgin, between the excitatory and inhib-
itory theta-frequency synaptic inputs, thus far fixed at 60°? We
changed ϕgin to various values and compared LFPs and spike
phases across different values of ϕgin in neurons, in the presence
or the absence of HCN channels. We found that the introduction
of HCN channels resulted in a lead in the LFP phase, an en-
hancement in spike-phase coherence, and a lag in the spike
phase, irrespective of the specific value of ϕgin (Fig. 4 G–I). Next,
we reanalyzed the data presented in Fig. 4 G–I to ask whether
changes in ϕgin altered LFPs and spikes. We observed a striking
shift in the SP LFP phase on changing ϕgin, with the LFP phase
leading by ∼120° when ϕgin shifted from –60° to 60°, a magnitude
of shift that strictly followed magnitude of change in ϕgin (Fig.
4G and Fig. S6). Although we did not observe any significant
difference in the population spike-phase coherence on changing
ϕgin (Fig. 4H and Fig. S6), spike phase displayed a dependence
that would be expected from the shift in SP LFP. Specifically,
shifting ϕgin from –60° to 60° resulted in ∼120° lag in the spike
phase (Fig. S6). Finally, we performed a sensitivity analysis on
the reversal potential of the GABAA receptor and found that
except for the expected change in LFP amplitude due to changes
in driving force, our conclusions on the impact of HCN channels
were invariant to changes in the reversal potential of the GABAA
receptor (Fig. S7).
Together these results suggest that our conclusions on HCN-

channel regulation of LFPs and spikes were invariant to changes
in synaptic parameters. Further, these results also reveal an im-
portant role for synaptic scaling and for temporal structure of
excitatory–inhibitory inputs in regulating LFP and spike phases,
but not in spike-phase coherence.

A Single Neuron Can Shift Its Spike Phase Through HCN Plasticity. The
kind of global changes in HCN channel density spanning a large
set of neurons that we assessed thus far have been shown to
occur only under pathophysiological conditions (18–20, 22, 23).
Under physiological conditions, neurons are known to shift their
spike phase over a course of time, either as part of a behavioral
task or in the process of the neuron being reassigned to another
cell assembly (33–35). As HCN plasticity has been demonstrated
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to accompany bidirectional synaptic plasticity (16, 22, 24, 26–28)
and plasticity in one or few neurons is physiologically more plau-
sible, we asked whether plasticity in HCN channel density of a
single neuron was sufficient to alter its spike phase.
We altered the gBaseh of a single neuron whose soma was lo-

cated among those closest to the electrode to three different
values (as in Fig. 2 B–D), while gBaseh of all other neurons was set
at 85 μS/cm2 (Fig. 5A). Despite such proximal positioning, we
observed no significant difference in the LFP amplitude (Fig.
5B) or phase (Fig. 5C) with plasticity in HCN channels of the
neuron. This was to be expected because the LFP was calculated
using compartments from 440 neurons, and a change in HCN-
channel density in one neuron should not alter the LFP signifi-

cantly. Next, we computed the spike phase of the chosen neuron
with reference to the corresponding LFPs and compared them
across different values of its gBaseh (Fig. 5D). We found no sig-
nificant difference in the spike phase of the neuron when gBaseh
was decreased, but observed a significant lag in the spike phase
with higher gBaseh . We repeated the procedure across all input
structures that elicited spikes (24 of 25), by replacing the neuron
at the specified location (Fig. 5A) by each of the remaining 23
spiking neurons, and found our conclusions to be robust across
different input structures (Fig. 5D). These results suggested that
HCN-channel plasticity could act as a putative mechanism for a
neuron to shift its spike phase with reference to an externally
driven theta oscillation (4, 33, 35, 44).

Fig. 3. HCN-channel–induced changes in LFP and spike phases were invariant to changes in neuropil size and to morphological heterogeneity. (A) Three
neuropils of different sizes, used for analyses presented in B–F, depicted with the distribution of neurons. (B, Left) SP LFP amplitude computed in the presence
(gBase

h = 85 μS/cm2) and in the absence (gBase
h = 0 μS/cm2) of HCN channels, for three different neuropil sizes. (B, Right) Per neuron contribution to the LFP

amplitude computed with gBase
h = 0 μS/cm2 and 85 μS/cm2 for the three annuli (A). (C, Left) Normalized LFP traces (1 s) for different strata with gBase

h = 0 μS/cm2

and 85 μS/cm2 for the largest (1,000 μm diameter) neuropil. (C, Right, Bottom axis) LFP phase with reference to the excitatory input θ (mean ± SEM, 10 cycles)
for corresponding traces in C, Left. (C, Right, Top axis) Strata-matched phase difference between LFPs obtained with gBase

h = 85 μS/cm2 and 0 μS/cm2. (D) LFP
phase with reference to the excitatory input θ for three different neuropil sizes computed in the absence (PAS) and the presence (H) of HCN channels. Note
the increased variability in the LFP phases (computed across cycles) with increase in neuropil size, a consequence of increased jitter in LFP traces with increase
in neuropil size (Fig. S2). (E) Population spike-time histograms (1 s) with corresponding SP LFP for different neuropil sizes for gBase

h = 0 μS/cm2 and 85 μS/cm2.
(F) For three neuropil sizes, cycle-matched difference between spike phases obtained with gBase

h = 85 μS/cm2 and with gBase
h = 0 μS/cm2, for 24 different neurons

(mean ± SEM). (G) Distribution of 440 neurons with n123 (red, Nn = 214) and ri04 (black, Nn = 226) morphological reconstruction, used for the analyses in H–J.
(H) SP LFP phase with reference to input θ (mean ± SEM, 10 cycles), computed in the absence (PAS) and the presence (H) of HCN channels. (I) Population spike-
time histograms (1 s) with corresponding SP LFP. (J) Cycle-matched difference between spike phases obtained in the presence and in the absence of HCN
channels, for 22 different neurons (mean ± SEM). (C, D, and H) *P < 0.05, **P < 0.005 (Wilcoxon signed rank test). (F and J) **P < 0.005 (Student’s t test on the
null hypothesis of no spike-phase difference).
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A Faster HCN Channel Nullified Inductive Impedance Without Altering
Intrinsic Excitability. The presence of HCN channels introduces
two distinct sets of changes in a neuronal compartment. First, they
reduce intrinsic excitability (24–26, 45), and second, they introduce
an inductive component to the impedance profile. Whereas the
former reflects as a reduction in Rin and in the impedance ampli-
tude across several frequencies, the latter manifests as resonance in
impedance amplitude and a lead in impedance phase (28, 46, 47).
The manifestation of the inductive component of HCN channels
requires their (de)activation time constant be slower than that of
the membrane time constant (28, 46, 47). Concordantly, an ideal
method to test the relative contribution of intrinsic excitability vs.
inductive component of the HCN channel to any measurement is
to render the channel activation faster than the membrane time
constant with an unaltered voltage-dependent gating profile. To
address the question of what specific property of the HCN channel
explains its impact on LFP and spike phases, we reduced the

(de)activation time constant of HCN channels (in what follows, we
call themHCNFast channels) to around7ms [from∼33ms, at –65mV
(25)], thereby nullifying theta-frequency resonance and the in-
ductive phase lead (Fig. S8A and B). As our analysis was confined
to theta-modulated synaptic inputs (8 Hz), we matched neuronal
excitability at 8 Hz at ∼250 μm from the soma to find appropriate
values of gBasehF (for the HCNFast channels) corresponding to each
gBaseh analyzed earlier (Fig. S8C–E). By doing this, we ensured that
all distance- and voltage-dependent properties of HCNFast chan-
nels (including their reversal potential) and their impact on excit-
ability were matched to the HCN counterparts, with the only
exception that the presence of these channels would not introduce
an inductive component onto the neuronal compartments.

Fast HCN Channels Revealed a Differential Role for Inductive and
Excitability Changes Introduced by HCN Channels. To discern the
roles of the inductive vs. the excitability component in altering

Fig. 4. HCN-channel–induced changes in LFP and spike phases were invariant to changes in synaptic properties. (A, Bottom axis) LFP phase with reference to
the excitatory input θ (mean ± SEM, 10 cycles), computed in the presence (gBase

h = 85 μS/cm2) and in the absence (gBase
h = 0 μS/cm2) of HCN channels for different

unitary EPSP (vuEPSP) values. Default value of vuEPSP = 4.8 μV. (A, Top axis) Strata-matched phase difference between LFPs obtained with gBase
h = 85 μS/cm2 and

0 μS/cm2. (B) Spike-phase coherence plotted for different vuEPSP values, for gBase
h = 0, 85 μS/cm2. (C) Cycle-matched difference between spike phases obtained

with gBase
h = 85 μS/cm2 and with gBase

h = 0 μS/cm2 for different neurons (mean ± SEM), plotted for each vuEPSP. (D–F) Same as A–C, but for different values of
inhibitory synaptic conductance (ginh). Default value of ginh = 100 pS. (G–I) Same as A–C, but for different values of phase difference (ϕgin) between the
excitatory and inhibitory theta-frequency synaptic inputs. Default value of ϕgin = 60°. Spike phases: n = 22 neurons for vuEPSP = 4.3 μV, n = 23 neurons for
ginh = 200 pS, n = 24 neurons for vuEPSP = 4.8 μV, for ginh = 100 pS and for ϕgin = 0° and 60°. (A, D, and G) *P < 0.05, **P < 0.005 (Wilcoxon signed-rank test).
(C, F, and I) **P < 0.005 (Student’s t test on the null hypothesis of no spike-phase difference).
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LFPs, we replaced HCN channels with their fast counterparts,
computed SP LFP for different gBasehF  values, and compared them
with the LFPs computed with the corresponding (Fig. S8) gBaseh
values (Fig. 6A). Consequent to excitability not being altered by
channel replacements (Fig. S8), we found that there was no
significant difference in the LFP amplitudes (Fig. 6A). However,
across strata, we found the lead observed in LFP phase in the
presence of HCN channels was significantly reversed in the pres-
ence of HCNFast channels (Fig. 6 B–D), suggesting that the in-
ductive properties of HCN channels played a critical role in
regulating the LFP phase lead. Further, we also noted the amount
of HCNFast-induced reversal decreased with increase in conduc-
tance density (Fig. 6 B–D), implying a role of changes in intrinsic
excitability dominating in the presence of higher HCN conduc-
tances. When compared across HCNFast conductance values, LFP
phase lead increased with an increase in HCNFast conductance
(Fig. S8F), albeit with lower values for the phase lead in com-
parison to those obtained with HCN channels (compare Fig. 2B).
Next, we compared the population of spikes and their theta

phases in the presence of HCN or HCNFast channels, across
different conductance values (Fig. 6 E–G). We observed that the
presence of HCNFast channels reduced the spike-phase co-
herence compared to the presence of HCN channels (Fig. 6 E
and F), but with coherence values higher than those obtained
with the passive case (Fig. 6F). Further, the amount of HCNFast-
induced reduction in spike-phase coherence was higher for lower
conductance values than for higher conductance values (Fig. 6F).
Finally, the lag in theta phase of spikes introduced by HCN
channels was reduced in the presence of HCNFast channels at
lower HCN/HCNFast conductances, whereas when the conduc-
tance value increased, this lag remained intact (Fig. 6G).
To further assess the role of the (de)activation time constant

of HCN channels in regulating LFPs and spike phase, we in-
creased the (de)activation time constant to ∼100 ms (HCNSlow)
(Fig. S9A) and matched neuronal excitability at 8 Hz (Fig. S9B).
This resulted in an increase in the impedance amplitude but at a
lower resonance frequency (Fig. S9C) (28). As a direct conse-
quence of the nonmonotonic changes in inductive phase lead
with increase in the time constant (28), the LFP phase lead in-

troduced by HCN channels across different strata was partially
reversed by their slower counterparts but not as much as by their
faster counterparts (Fig. S9 D and E). The spike phase obtained
with HCNSlow channels, however, exhibited a lag that was larger
than that in the presence of HCN channels, owing to the reduced
impedance at the soma in the presence of the altered HCNSlow
channels (Fig. S9F). Finally, the spike-phase coherence achieved
with HCNSlow channels was lower than that in the presence of
HCN channels (Fig. S9 G–I).
How would neuronal spike phases and their dependencies on

HCN/HCNFast channels change if we used LFP from a stratum
other than the SP for computing spike phases? We noted a signif-
icant shift in the spike phase, apart from changes in the actual value
of HCN-channel–induced phase lag in the spike phase, when we
used LFPs from other strata as the reference (Fig. S10). Although
these results emphasize the importance of electrode location with
reference to the source-sink dipole for spike-phase computation,
our overall conclusions on HCN channels and their inductive
components remained intact. Next, to confirm the validity of our
results for a frequency other than 8 Hz, we repeated our experi-
ments (Figs. 2 and 6) with 5-Hz modulated synaptic inputs (Fig.
S11) and found these results to be consistent with previous results.
In summary, these results suggested that the inductive lead in-

duced by the presence of HCN channels and its regulation of
transmembrane currents across the dendritic arbor critically con-
tributed to the LFP phase lead, spike-phase lag, and enhancement
of spike-phase coherence, especially at lower values of HCN
conductance.

Discussion
The prime conclusion of our study is that HCN channels can
significantly alter LFP phase and the associated theta-phase of
neuronal firing, apart from enhancing spike-phase coherence.
Importantly, we found that the ability of HCN channels to in-
troduce an inductive phase lead in intracellular voltage responses
to theta-modulated synaptic currents played a significant role in
altering LFP and spike phases. These, in conjunction with our
results on the implications for altering the kinetic and voltage-
dependent properties, together emphasize a critical role for the

Fig. 5. Plasticity in HCN channels of an individual
neuron shifted its spike phase. (A) Top view of the
neuropil (Fig. 1A) depicting the location of the
neuron undergoing plasticity (red), which is among
the neurons closest to the electrode (yellow). (B) SP
LFP (1 s), shown with reference to excitatory input θ,
computed with gBase

h for the chosen neuron set to
one of three values: 55 μS/cm2, 85 μS/cm2, or 160 μS/cm2.
gBase
h value for the other (439) neurons was set

at the baseline value of 85 μS/cm2. (C) SP LFP phase
across cycles computed (with reference to excitatory
input θ; mean ± SEM, 10 cycles) for corresponding
traces shown in B. P > 0.1, Kruskal–Wallis test. (D,
Top) Ticks representing spike timings of the single
neuron undergoing plasticity with reference to SP
LFP. Color codes of ticks correspond to the different
values of gBase

h (B). Histogram of spike timings of the
other 23 neurons not undergoing plasticity is also
shown (black). (D, Bottom Left) Cycle-matched dif-
ference between the spike phase of the chosen
neuron computed with gBase

h = 55 μS/cm2 or 160 μS/cm2

and the spike phase of the same neuron obtained
with gBase

h = 85 μS/cm2. The different data points (n =
24; also mean ± SEM) correspond to this spike-phase
difference computed by placing different neurons at
the specified location. **P < 0.005 (Student’s t test on
the null hypothesis of no spike-phase difference).
(D, Bottom Right) Histogram of the spike-phase
differences obtained across these 24 trials.
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unique voltage dependence and kinetic properties of HCN
channels in regulating LFP and spike phases. Apart from dem-
onstrating that our conclusions on HCN channels were robust to
changes in several model parameters, we also report that synaptic
scaling and excitatory–inhibitory phase difference could alter LFPs
and spike phase, but not spike-phase coherence.

Phase Coding and Somatodendritic Ion Channels. LFPs have been
referred to as the internal clocks for several neuronal circuits,
and groups of cells have been shown to synchronize their spike
timings to specific phases of the LFP, thus forming cell assem-
blies. The temporal/phase coding schema revolves around the
fact that LFPs and specific timings of the spike with reference to
these LFPs can convey information about the inputs that drove
the spike, with behavioral relevance such as the animal’s spatial
location (4, 33, 35, 44). In this context, our results establish that
the existence of and various forms of plasticity in HCN channels

and AMPA and GABAA receptors could regulate the emergence
and the evolution of the phase code in response to behavioral
states, through state dependence and neuromodulation of their
properties. The differences in spike phase introduced by plas-
ticity/modulation in either HCN channels or the synaptic con-
ductances are significant and large, spanning up to around 100°
(Figs. 2 D and G; 3 F and J; 4 C, F, and I; 5D; and 6G). From the
phase-coding perspective, especially with reference to theta–
gamma coupling and gamma cell assemblies, the physiological
and behavioral implications for such large differences in spike
phases are enormous (4, 32, 33, 35, 44, 48–50). Together, our
results argue for the incorporation of subthreshold-activated ion
channels, their subcellular gradients, and their plasticity into the
physiological and pathological studies on LFPs, phase coding,
and neuronal cell assemblies. Our predictions on spike-phase
coherence and about shifts in spike phases with reference to

Fig. 6. The inductive component of HCN channels played a critical role in regulating LFP and spike phase as well as spike-phase jitter. (A) SP LFP traces (1 s) for
different gBase

h values (H) and corresponding gBase
hF values (HF), shown with reference to the excitatory input θ (A, Bottom). (B) LFP phase (with reference to

excitatory input θ; mean ± SEM, 10 cycles) across cycles plotted for three different values of gBase
h and corresponding values of gBase

hF . PAS, gBase
h = gBase

hF = 0 μS/cm2;
H, HCN channels inserted with the depicted value of gBase

h ; HF, faster HCN channels inserted with the depicted value of gBase
hF . (C) Normalized LFP traces (1 s) for

different strata for gBase
h = 160 μS/cm2 and gBase

hF = 65 μS/cm2, with reference to excitatory input θ. (D) For each recording site (C), quantification of the LFP
phase with reference to the excitatory input θ (mean ± SEM, 10 cycles) for gBase

h = gBase
hF = 0 μS/cm2 (PAS), gBase

h = 160 μS/cm2 (H), and its faster counterpart
gBase
hF = 65 μS/cm2 (HF). (E) Population spike-time histograms (1 s) with corresponding SP LFP for gBase

h = gBase
hF = 0 μS/cm2 (PAS), gBase

h = 55 μS/cm2 (H), and its
faster counterpart gBase

hF = 12 μS/cm2 (HF). (F) Spike-phase coherence, CΦ, plotted as functions of gBase
h and gBase

hF . (G) Cycle-matched difference (8 cycles; mean ±
SEM) between the spike phase for the said gBase

h (H) or the corresponding gBase
hF (HF) value and the case where gBase

h = 0 μS/cm2 (n = 24 neurons for gBase
h = 85 μS/cm2

and 160 μS/cm2 and gBase
hF = 65 μS/cm2). (B) *P < 0.05, **P < 0.005 (Wilcoxon signed-rank test). (G) **P < 0.005 (Student’s t test on the null hypothesis of no

spike-phase difference).
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LFPs could be experimentally tested by introducing specific
pharmacological agents (that intracellularly alter channel prop-
erties) through an in vivo whole-cell patch pipette, in a configu-
ration that involves awake-behaving extracellular and whole-cell
recordings (51).
These very conclusions also imply that a group of cells can

undergo specific forms of plasticity to synchronize their spike
phases, thus configuring a new cell assembly. Apart from global
changes, our results delineate specific roles for physiologically
plausible localized changes in channel densities in altering the
phase code and in allowing a neuron to switch cell assemblies by
altering its spike phase, without significantly altering the external
oscillator or its readout, the LFP (Fig. 5). Additionally, given
such a multitude of mechanisms that can reconfigure phase codes
and cell assemblies, these results also emphasize that the inter-
pretation of experiments with pharmacological agents to block
channels or with transgenic animals lacking genes encoding
channel subunits should be done with utmost care. Such inter-
pretation should account for our observation that upon blockade
of channel currents, not only do spike timings change, but also the
local reference LFP phase could change, thus resulting in a dif-
ferent reference point for the local temporal code. Finally, it is
important that the interpretation of results with knockouts in-
corporates the differential impact of all compensatory mecha-
nisms (52, 53) on LFPs and spike generation before attributing a
specific role for a channel/subunit.

Limitations of the Analyses and Future Directions. First, similar to
several previous studies (7, 8), our model assumes a homogenous
and resistive extracellular field in arriving at the local field po-
tentials. Although biophysical and experimental studies point to
nonresistive components and nonhomogeneities in the extracel-
lular fields, the impacts of these nonhomogeneities and non-
resistive components are largely confined to higher frequencies
(54–56). From these analyses, it stands to reason that the resistive
and homogeneity assumptions are not debilitating for the con-
clusions drawn in our study where the range of frequencies is
much lower, in the theta range.
Second, our study does not incorporate ephaptic coupling

across neurons in the overall analysis (4, 57). Although it is clear
that these ephaptic interactions, despite their small-amplitude
deflections, can entrain action potentials at lower frequencies (57),
the impact of such interactions on our conclusions is expected to
be minimal. The reasons behind this are threefold: First, the
presence of HCN channels did not significantly alter the ampli-
tude of the LFPs (Figs. 2 and 3). Because volume conduction
critically relies on the amplitude of the field signal, the impact of
ephaptic interactions is not expected to change significantly in the
presence or absence of HCN channels. Second, the open-field
organization of hippocampal pyramidal neurons ensures that the
somato-dendritic gradient in HCN channels is aligned with the
source-sink dipole along the neuronal axis. If ephaptic coupling
were present under a scenario where such alignment was absent,
adjacent compartments from different neurons with huge differ-
ences in HCN-channel density would interact ephaptically,
resulting in possible nullification of the impact of HCN channels
on the LFP. However, given the alignment, our conclusions are
not expected to change even in the presence of an additional
distance-dependent ephaptic coupling across neurons with their

compartments endowed with similar gradients in HCN-channel
density. Third, with reference to spike-phase coherence, although
the presence of ephaptic interactions might further enhance the
spike-phase coherence across neurons (57), our results are en-
tirely related to the presence or absence of HCN channels. Spe-
cifically, the enhanced spike-phase coherence observed in the
presence of HCN channels is a direct consequence of the ability
of these channels to reduce the temporal window for spike-
generating coincidence detection (38, 47) and is expected to be
present even with ephaptic coupling in place.
Finally, our study was limited to HCN channels. However, our

results call for the necessity to incorporate the wide array of
somatodendritic subthreshold-activated channels (e.g., A-type
K+, T-type Ca2+), given their ability to regulate several aspects of
neuronal physiology (15–17, 21, 58–62). Future studies should
therefore focus on how the localization and targeting of these
channel types are maintained across the somatodendritic arbor
toward location-dependent regulation of LFPs, spike phases, and
their coherence. In this context, it would be interesting to ask
whether analogous LFPs and spike phases, and thereby analo-
gous phase codes and cell assemblies, can be achieved with dif-
ferent channel/receptor combinations (58–60, 63).

Models and Methods
A detailed version of the simulated models and the methods employed is
provided in SI Models and Methods. Briefly, we employed a forward mod-
eling scheme with morphologically realistic neuronal models toward un-
derstanding the impact of active dendritic conductances on LFPs and spike
theta phase of hippocampal pyramidal neurons. LFPs were constructed
through line-source approximation (7, 8, 30, 31) of neuronal compartments
from 440 (or 1,797 or 11,297; Fig. 3) morphologically realistic CA1 pyramidal
neuron models. Two 3D reconstructions of a CA1 pyramidal neuron (n123,
ri04) obtained from NeuroMorpho.Org (64–66) were employed (Fig. 1A and
Fig. S3A) and were compartmentalized into 1,247 (n123)/1,351 (ri04) com-
partments. Somatodendritic passive, active, and synaptic parameters were
set to match experimental data from somatodendritic recordings (26, 28, 29,
67, 68), with kinetics for the channels adopted from cell-attached recordings
from soma and dendrites of hippocampal pyramidal neurons (25, 62, 69, 70).
Specifically, the parameters were set to match normalization of somatic
excitatory postsynaptic potential (EPSP) amplitudes, functional maps in input
resistance, local and transfer resonance frequencies, and the synchronization
frequency (Fig. 1 B–E for n123 and Fig. S3 B–E for ri04). To account for the
variability in theta-frequency LFP and in spike phase as the animal navigates
in an arena (51), balanced rhythmic high-conductance state at theta fre-
quency (default 8 Hz) was introduced through systematic randomization of
the spatiotemporal activation of excitatory and inhibitory synapses distrib-
uted across the somatodendritic arbor. A phase difference (default 60°) was
introduced in the perisomatic inhibitory inputs with reference to the pre-
dominantly dendritic excitatory inputs (34, 71, 72). All simulations were
performed in the NEURON simulation environment (73) with an integration
time constant of 25 μs. Computation of line-source approximated (LSA) cur-
rents was performed using MATLAB R2011a (Mathworks), and analyses of
LFP and spike phases were performed using MATLAB R2011a and Igor Pro
(Wavemetrics). All statistical tests were performed using the R statistical
package (www.r-project.org).
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SI Models and Methods
We employed a forward modeling scheme with morphologically
realistic neuronal models toward understanding the impact of
active dendritic conductances on local field potentials (LFPs) and
spike theta phase of hippocampal pyramidal neurons. LFPs were
constructed through line-source approximation (1–3) of neuronal
compartments from 440 morphologically realistic CA1 pyramidal
neuron models. Each neuron was rotated at an arbitrary angle,
and the somata of these neurons spanned a cylindrical neuropil
of 200 μm diameter and 40 μm height, with apical–basal orien-
tation preserved across neurons (Fig. 1A). The number of neu-
rons was chosen to match the observed density (3.6 × 105/mm3 in
our simulations) in the CA1 region for the chosen volume of the
cylindrical neuropil (4). We also performed sets of simulations
with cylindrical neuropils of 400 μm and 1,000 μm diameter, with
the height remaining the same at 40 μm (Fig. 3 A–F). These neu-
ropils contained a larger number of neurons, 1,797 and 11,297 in
400-μm and 1,000-μm neuropils, respectively, obtained from the
same density of neurons as that of the 200-μm neuropil.
A virtual electrode with seven recording sites, with a 100-μm

intersite distance, was placed at the center of the cylindrical
neuropil to record LFPs from the different strata of the hippo-
campus (Fig. 1A). The seven-site recordings were chosen to re-
duce the computational complexity (see below) and to match
with experimental recordings at different strata. It was ensured
that the center coordinates of the soma of none of the neurons
were placed within a cylinder of 15-μm radius from the center of
the cylindrical neuropil. A three-dimensional reconstruction of a
CA1 pyramidal neuron n123 obtained from NeuroMorpho.Org
(5, 6) was employed (Fig. 1A). In simulations where we assessed
the impact of morphological heterogeneity in the neuropil (Fig. 3
G–J), we employed an additional three-dimensional reconstruction
of a CA1 pyramidal neuron ri04 obtained from NeuroMorpho.Org
(6, 7) (Fig. S3A) and distributed these two morphologies uni-
formly in a cylindrical neuropil of 200 μm diameter and 40 μm
height (Fig. 3G). The default passive and active properties of
either neuronal reconstruction (n123 and ri04) were set such that
several functional maps that exist across the neuronal topograph
(Fig. 1 C–E and Fig. S3 C–E) matched their experimental coun-
terparts and are outlined below (8–11).

Passive Properties. The specific membrane capacitance was kept
uniform at 1 μF/cm2 for the somatic and axonal compartments
and was kept uniform at 1.8 μF/cm2 throughout the rest of the
neuronal topograph (7). Across compartments, we set the internal
resistivity (Ra) uniformly to 150 Ω · cm and 250 Ω · cm for mor-
phologies n123 and ri04, respectively. For morphology n123, the
specific membrane resistivity (Rm) along the somatoapical trunk
varied nonuniformly to follow a sigmoidal dependence on radial
distance (7, 8, 12, 13), x, of the compartment from the soma:

RmðxÞ= 80+
�

0.4− 80
1+ expðð225− xÞ=30Þ

�
kΩ · cm2. [S1]

For morphology ri04, Rm as a function of x varied as

RmðxÞ= 22+
�

8− 22
1+ expðð200− xÞ=50Þ

�
kΩ · cm2. [S2]

For apical oblique dendrites, the passive properties were set the
same as the parent dendrite (on the trunk) that the oblique orig-
inated from. The passive properties for basal dendrites and axonal

compartments were the same as those for the somatic compart-
ments. The models were compartmentalized into 1,247 (n123)
and 1,351 (ri04) compartments, such that each compartment mea-
sured <10% of its space constant computed at 100 Hz (14).

Active Properties: Sodium and Potassium Channels. When inserted,
densities of Na+ and delayed rectifier K+ channels were set to be
uniform across the somatodendritic arbor (15, 16), with a five-
fold increase in the density of Na+ channels in the axonal initial
segment (AIS) (17). There was no axonal compartment in ri04.
The maximal conductance densities were gNa = 20 mS/cm2 (n123)
and 8 mS/cm2 (ri04), gKDR = 1.4 mS/cm2 (n123) and 5 mS/cm2

(ri04), and gNa(AIS) = 100 mS/cm2 (n123). The kinetics for so-
dium and delayed rectifier potassium channels were adopted
from experimental recordings from CA1 pyramidal neuronal
soma and dendrites (15, 16, 18, 19). An additional gating variable
was introduced for modeling the current through somatodendritic
sodium channels, to incorporate slow recovery of these channels
from inactivation (16, 18, 20),

INa = gNa  m
3   h  s  ðVm −ENaÞ, [S3]

where m and h represented the activation and inactivation gate,
respectively, and s quantified the slow recovery from inactiva-
tion. To incorporate slow recovery from inactivation in dendritic
channels, the steady-state value of s, s∞, was set as (18)

s∞ =
1+FNa

rec expððVm + 58Þ=2Þ
1+ expððVm + 58Þ=2Þ , [S4]

where FNa
rec represented the recovery factor for sodium channels.

If FNa
rec = 1, s∞ = 1, thus making the slow inactivation gate irrel-

evant. When FNa
rec = 0, s∞ = ð1+ exp ððVm + 58Þ=2ÞÞ−1, a sigmoid

that represented the voltage dependence of the slow recovery from
inactivation. Thus, the recovery of sodium channels from inactiva-
tion was slower if FNa

rec assumed lower values (in the range 0–1). The
model for axonal Na+ channels did not contain the additional in-
activation gating variable s (20). The reversal potential for Na+ and
K+ currents was 55 mV and –90 mV, respectively (18).

Active Properties: HCN Channels. The kinetics and voltage depen-
dence of the current through HCN channels, Ih, were adopted
from refs. 21–23,

Ih = gh sðVm, tÞ ðVm −EhÞ, [S5]

where gh denoted maximal HCN conductance; Vm, the membrane
voltage; and Eh, the HCN-channel reversal potential, set at –30 mV.
s(Vm, t) controlled the voltage dependence and kinetics of the
HCN channel and evolved based on first-order kinetics,

ds
dt

=
s∞ − s
τh

[S6]

s∞ðVmÞ=
�
1+ exp

��
Vm −V1=2

��
8
��−1 [S7]

τHCNðVmÞ= Fτ   expð0.033ðVm + 75ÞÞ
0.013ð1+ expð0.083ðVm + 75ÞÞÞ, [S8]

where Fτ represented a factor that was employed in scaling the
(de)activation time constant of HCN channels, without altering
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its voltage dependence, and V1/2 denoted the half-maximal acti-
vation voltage of the HCN channel.
When inserted, a sigmoidal gradient in HCN channel density

(8, 21, 24) along the somatoapical trunk for morphology n123
was set as

ghðxÞ= gBaseh

�
1+

20
1.0+ expðð250− xÞ=50Þ

�
μS=cm2. [S9]

This gradient in HCN channel density and the associated passive
properties ensured that Rin decreased from ∼60 MΩ at the soma
to ∼20 MΩ at a trunk location 400 μm away from the soma (Fig.
1C). The local resonance frequency (fR; see below for details of
measurements), measured at –65 mV (Fig. 1D), was ∼4 Hz at the
soma and ∼10 Hz at a trunk location 300 μm away from the soma
(8). Furthermore, transfer resonance frequency, fTR, was nor-
malized to ∼4–5 Hz (Fig. 1D), and the synchronization frequency
(11) was ∼8 Hz for gBaseh = 85 μS/cm2 (Fig. 1E).
When HCN channels were included into the ri04 reconstruction,

the sigmoidal gradient along the somatoapical trunk was set as

ghðxÞ= gBaseh

�
1+

120
1.0+ expðð275− xÞ=50Þ

�
μS=cm2. [S10]

This gradient in HCN channel density and the associated passive
properties ensured that Rin decreased from ∼68 MΩ at the soma
to ∼48 MΩ at a trunk location 250 μm away from the soma (Fig.
S3C). The local resonance frequency (fR; see below for details of
measurements), measured at –65 mV (Fig. S3D), was ∼4 Hz at
the soma and ∼10 Hz at a trunk location 300 μm away from the
soma (8). Furthermore, transfer resonance frequency, fTR, was
normalized to ∼4–7 Hz (Fig. S3D), and the synchronization fre-
quency (11) was ∼8 Hz for gBaseh = 25 μS/cm2 (Fig. S3E). Vari-
ability in dendritic arborization and diameters implied that it was
essential to independently adjust each active and passive prop-
erty for the two morphologies to ensure that the different phys-
iological measurements were set appropriately.
For both reconstructions, the half-maximal activation voltage

was set to –82 mV for compartments <100 μm away from the
soma and hyperpolarized linearly up to –90 mV for compart-
ments up to 300 μm away from the soma, beyond which it stayed
at –90 mV (8, 21). The HCN-channel density and its half-max-
imal activation voltage, V1=2, of any apical oblique dendrite were
kept the same as those in the parent trunk dendrite that it
originated from. For basal dendrites, HCN-channel density and
kinetics were kept the same as those in the somatic compartments,
and axonal compartments lacked HCN channels. Together, we
ensured that the somatodendritic heterogeneities of ion channels
and associated measurements were appropriately accounted for in
each of the two morphologies employed in our study.
To assess the role of HCN-channel plasticity on LFPs, we

increased or decreased the HCN-channel density globally across
the somatodendritic arbor of all neurons to either increase (8) or
decrease (25) somatic fR by ∼20%, respectively. We accomplished
this by retaining the normalized somatodendritic gradient of HCN
channels to be the same, while altering only the base (somatic)
value of HCN-channel density, gBaseh . HCN channels are gated by
cyclic nucleotides like cAMP and there is evidence that such
gating is HCN subtype dependent (26, 27). Also, HCN subtype-
dependent shifts in V1=2 of these channels have been reported
(28). To study the effect of shifts in the V1=2 of HCN channels on
LFP and spike phase, we also changed the V1=2 of HCN channels
by ±5 mV throughout the neuron. To study the effect of subtype-
dependent (28–34) changes in HCN-channel time constant (τHCN;
Eq. S8) on LFPs, the scaling factor Fτ was increased to 3 (for
HCNSlow channels) or decreased to 0.2 (for HCNFast channels)
from its default value of 1 (Fig. 6 and Figs. S8–S11).

Synaptic Stimulation. Fifty excitatory synapses containing AMPA
receptors (localized to apical dendritic compartments 50–300 μm
from the soma) and 25 inhibitory synapses containing GABAA
receptors (0–100 μm from the soma) were randomly distributed
by picking location values from uniform distributions in that range.
Spike timings of incoming inputs were Gaussian modulated for
both excitatory and inhibitory inputs, with a standard deviation set
at one-eighth and one-fifth of the 8-Hz [the dominant theta fre-
quency in the hippocampal region (35)] oscillatory cycle for the
excitatory and inhibitory inputs, respectively. The inhibitory inputs
were set to have a 60° phase lead with reference to the excitatory
inputs (36–38). Specifically, the number of action potentials re-
ceived by an excitatory synapse was governed by the distribution (2)

NeðtÞ=Ae exp

 
−
ðmodðt,TθÞ−Tθ=2Þ2

2σ2e

!
[S11]

and those received by an inhibitory synapse were governed by

NiðtÞ=Ai exp

0
B@−

�
mod

�
t+ϕgin,Tθ

�
−Tθ

�
2
�2

2σ2i

1
CA, [S12]

where Tθ represents the time period of the theta oscillations (125
ms for 8 Hz), σi =Tθ=5, σe =Tθ=8, mod represents the modulo
function, and ϕgin in Ni(t) constitutes the 60° phase lead in in-
hibitory synaptic inputs. Scaling factors Ae and Ai are set at unity.
Although all excitatory and inhibitory synapses followed their
respective distributions above, individual synaptic timings were
independent and randomized with a constraint on the distribu-
tion. Whereas the choice of frequency was driven by experimen-
tal theta frequency ranges, the phase lead in inhibitory neurons
was modeled to account for the theta phase of basket cells in the
CA1 region (35, 37, 38). To study the effect of changes in the
arrival phase difference between excitation and inhibition, we
also changed the value of ϕgin to –60° and 0° in two sets of simu-
lations (Fig. 4 and Fig. S6).
The reversal potential for the AMPAR currents was 0 mV and

for the GABAAR currents was –80 mV. Synaptic currents were
modeled as double exponentials with the rise time constant set at
0.1 ms and the decay time constant set at 5 ms for both AMPAR
and GABAAR currents. AMPAR conductance at all excitatory
synapses was set such that the peak “unitary” somatic voltage
(vuEPSP) was fixed irrespective of the location of the synapse (39,
40). This was accomplished by finding the minimum AMPA re-
ceptor conductance required at each location along the apical
dendritic arbor (Fig. 1B for n123; Fig. S3B for ri04) for achieving
a peak somatic EPSP value of vuEPSP (41). The default value of
vuEPSP was 4.8 μV. Note that this vuEPSP is only a relative mea-
sure of excitatory output, as the overall inputs and the consequent
output are driven by the conductance of the AMPA receptors, the
value of Ae in the excitatory theta input (Eq. S11), and the spa-
tiotemporal distribution of synapses. The default values of inhi-
bitory synaptic conductances were set to 100 pS for n123 and 200
pS for ri04 such that a sufficient number of spikes could be trig-
gered at the soma with given AMPAR conductances.
To study the effects of excitatory synaptic scaling (Fig. 4 and

Fig. S4), we changed vuEPSP to a higher or lower value by scaling
the AMPAR conductance. The impact of inhibitory synaptic
scaling (Fig. 4 and Fig. S5) was assessed by changing the GABAAR
conductance to a lower value (50 pS) or a higher value (200 pS).
To assess the impact of variability in the reversal potential of
GABAAR, especially of shunting inhibition (42–44), in a set of
simulations (Fig. S7), we changed the GABAAR reversal potential
to –65 mV (which is resting membrane potential) and –70 mV
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from its default value of –80 mV. When these sensitivity analyses
were performed, all other parameters were set to default values.

LFP Calculations. To assess the specific roles of different model
components on the LFPs, simulations were performed across
different parametric values for channel and receptor densities.
Simulations were performed for n = 25/23 (n123/ri04) different
trials for each parametric variation; synaptic locations and their
timings randomly varied across different trials. Simulations were
trial matched across parametric changes so that paired com-
parisons could be performed across parametric variations. The
randomization of synaptic localization and timings effectively
accounted for the noise and the variability in spike phase observed
under in vivo conditions (45). Specifically, this systematic ran-
domization of the spatiotemporal activation profile replicated
noise and variability in spike phase and timing, whereby there
were theta cycles where there were multiple spikes (e.g., Fig. 1H
and Fig. S3H) and cycles where there were no spikes (e.g., Fig.
S3H). These apart, such systematic randomization ensured that
there was cycle-to-cycle variability in LFP and spike phase across
parametric configurations, which is represented as statistical
variability in these quantities across all figures (e.g., Figs. 1 F–H
and 2 A, B, D, E, and G).
The total currents, computed as the sum of capacitive, passive,

active, and synaptic currents, from all the compartments of these
morphologically realistic models for various combinations of
passive and active parameters were recorded for each of the n
trials. The number of trials was set at 25 to reduce computational
load (2), and line-source approximated (LSA) currents from
these 25 neurons were uniformly distributed across the pop-
ulation of neurons (Nn = 440, 1,797, and 11,297 for three dif-
ferent neuropil sizes) that contributed to LFPs. For the analysis of
morphological heterogeneity, 10 trials of ri04 and 13 trials of n123
were uniformly distributed over 226 and 214 neurons, respectively.
LFP at each of the seven recording sites, e, was then computed
from the distance-scaled LSA currents (Iij) from all line segments
making up the morphology (Nl = 5,160 for n123 andNl = 9,814 for
ri04) of all neurons (Nn = 440, 1,797, or 11,297) in the neuropil as
(1, 2, 46–49)

Ve =
XNn

i=1

XNl

j=1

ρIij
4πlij

log

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
h2ij + r2ij

q
− hijffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

s2ij + r2ij
q

− sij
, [S13]

where, the extracellular resistivity, ρ, was kept uniform and was
set to 3.33 Ω ·m, and the other geometry-related parameters hij,
rij, and sij for each line segment of each neuron were computed
with reference to a given recording site as follows (1, 2, 46, 50)
(Fig. 1A). For a given recording site e, a perpendicular was drop-
ped from the point to line segment j of length lij in neuron i. The
radial separation, rij, was computed as the length of this perpen-
dicular, and the perpendicular separation, hij, was calculated as
the nearest distance between the line segment and the dropped
perpendicular. sij was then set as lij + hij (Fig. 1A). As in standard
conventions, locations where the net current was outward led to
the formation of sources, whereas sinks were at locations where
the net current was inward. LFPs were computed for all seven
recording sites (e.g., Fig. 1F). To remove the spiking component
from the LFP (2) and measure the LFP resulting from subthresh-
old contributions, the conductances of sodium and delayed recti-
fier potassium channels were set to zero. Ephaptic coupling was
not accounted for (49, 51).
It should be noted that the computational complexity involved

in obtaining LFPs at each of the seven electrode sites and for each
parametric combination was enormous. Specifically, each of the
seven electrode sites required that we incorporate the 1,247
compartments with 5,160 line segments of each of the 440 (or

1,797/11,297; Fig. 3) neurons (accounting for distance of the
electrode site from the compartment), with each compartment
accounted for by several transmembrane currents, each of which
evolves as a function of time for around 1.5 s (12 cycles of 8-Hz
theta) of simulation time.

Computation of LFP Amplitude and Phase. LFP amplitudes (Fig. 3B)

were computed as
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ðð8=TÞ R T0 f ðtÞ2dtÞ

q
, where f(t) represented

the LFP and T was 1 s. For computing the per-neuron contri-
bution to the LFP from a population of neurons (Fig. 3B), we
divided the computed LFP amplitude by the number of neurons
in the population under consideration.
LFP phase was calculated with reference to the excitatory input

theta (Eq. S11). LFP phase was calculated across 10 cycles (6
cycles for Fig. S11 and 8 cycles for Fig. 4G, Right, SLM layer).
For comparison of the SP LFP across parametric values the dis-
tributions of these 10 different phase values were used (Fig. 2B).
Consistent with prior conventions, negative and positive phase
differences meant a lead and a lag, respectively, and held for both
LFP and spike time phases (discussed below). Normalized LFP
traces were employed at instances where phase differences and
not amplitude differences were emphasized. Unless otherwise
stated, the trough of the excitatory input theta (Eq. S11) was
taken to be the reference at 0° for computing phase differences
between LFPs in the different strata and across different pas-
sive, active, and synaptic parametric variations.

Computation of Spike Phase and Its Coherence. Spike timings were
computed from intracellular traces recorded at the soma of the
model neuron across each of the n trials, when Na+ and delayed
rectifier K+ channels were present. The point at which the rising
phase of an action potential crossed –10 mV was taken as the
timing for a somatic spike of a neuron. Unless otherwise speci-
fied (e.g., Fig. S10), spike phase was computed by comparing
neuronal spike timings with reference to corresponding stratum
pyramidale (SP) LFPs, considering the trough to be at 0° of the
LFP (Fig. 1 G and H). To account for cycle-to-cycle variability,
the phase of the first spike across eight cycles (five cycles for Fig.
S11) of the LFP was computed (Fig. 1G) and these eight values
were employed for further analyses. In graphs that represent
spike phase differences across different trials (e.g., Fig. 2D), each
marker represents the mean (computed for the eight cycles) cycle-
matched spike-phase difference for a given trial (say φ1–φn; the
number of trials n = 25). Trials where the neuron had less than
three spikes over eight cycles were discarded from the analysis
(cases where n < 25 are mentioned in the figure legends). Also
plotted in these graphs are markers with error bars that represent
the mean ± SEM computed across these n trials (i.e., statistics on
the values φ1–φn).
Spike-phase coherence, CΦ, defined on the phase of spikes

with reference to SP LFP (Fig. 2C), was computed on the vector
of all spike phases across different neurons/trials (52, 53). Let
Φ= ðϕ1...ϕnÞ, ϕi ∈ ½0,1� be a vector of phases from N neurons/
trials. We defined ζðΦÞ= expðjΦÞ,  j= ffiffiffiffiffiffi

−1
p

, and computed spike-
phase coherence from the variance of the vector ζðΦÞ of complex
numbers (52, 53) as

CΦ = 1−
1
n

Xn
i=1

jζiðΦÞ− ζðΦÞj2, [S14]

where ζðΦÞ= ð1=nÞPn
i=1ζiðΦÞ. By this definition, CΦ would be

0 for a uniform distribution of phases and would be 1 if there
exists a phase preference exclusively for a specific phase.

Computational and Measurement Details. All simulations were per-
formed in the NEURON simulation environment (14), at –65 mV
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and 34° C, with an integration time constant of 25 μs. Compu-
tation of LSA currents was performed using MATLAB R2011a
(Mathworks), and analyses of LFP and spike phases were per-
formed using MATLAB R2011a and Igor Pro (Wavemetrics).
The software for computing LFPs was derived from the literature
(ModelDB accession no. 84589) on modeling extracellular action
potentials (1, 2, 46, 50), with modifications performed to incor-
porate gradients in ion channels to impose specific somatoden-
dritic functional maps mentioned above.
Rin at a given somatodendritic location was measured as the

ratio of the local steady-state voltage response to a local injec-
tion of a hyperpolarizing current pulse of amplitude –100 pA.
Impedance was measured using a chirp stimulus, which was a
sinusoidal current wave with constant amplitude (100 pA), with
frequency linearly increasing from 0 Hz to 25 Hz in 25 s. Two
types of impedance measurements were performed (8, 9, 11, 54):
local, Zðf Þ, and transfer, ZTRðf Þ. For local measurements, the
voltage response was measured at the same location where the
chirp stimulus was injected, whereas for transfer measurements,

the voltage response was recorded at the soma. The frequencies
at which the local and transfer impedance amplitudes reached their
maximum were defined as fR and fTR, respectively. The phases of
Zðf Þ and ZTRðf Þwere represented by ϕðf Þ and ϕTRðf Þ, respectively.
Statistical Tests. All statistical tests were performed using the R
statistical package (www.r-project.org). As simulations across
different parametric variabilities were trial matched across each
of the 25 trials (23 trials for Fig. 3 G–J), we performed paired
statistical tests across sets of simulations performed under dif-
ferent parametric distributions. For all nonparametric statistical
tests, variability in data was represented as median with quar-
tiles. We performed a Kruskal–Wallis test for comparing more
than two distributions and a Wilcoxon signed-rank test for
comparing two distributions. We performed a paired Student’s
t test for comparing spike-phase differences. For all parametric
statistical tests, variability in data was represented as mean with
SEM. The confidence level was set to 95%. P values for all
statistical tests are specified in the corresponding figures.
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Fig. S1. Global HCN plasticity in conductance or in half-maximal activation voltage. (A–C) Functional maps of (A) local resonance frequency (fR), (B) transfer
resonance frequency (fTR), and (C) input resistance (Rin) along the somatoapical trunk for three different gBase

h values. (D) Normalized LFP traces (1 s) for
different strata with gBase

h = 85 μS/cm2 for baseline V1=2 (ΔV1=2 = 0 mV), hyperpolarized V1=2 (ΔV1=2 = –5 mV), and depolarized V1=2 (ΔV1=2 = +5 mV). (E) LFP
phase with reference to the excitatory input θ (mean ± SEM, 10 cycles) for different ΔV1=2 values for all recording sites.
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Fig. S2. Impact of increase in neuropil size on LFPs. (A) Example SP LFPs (1 s) computed for the three neuropils depicted by the tricolor circle/annuli (Fig. 3)
(cyan, 200-μm neuropil, 440 neurons; red, 400-μm neuropil, 1,797 neurons; blue, 1,000-μm neuropil, 11,297 neurons), computed in the absence (A, Left, gBase

h =
0 μS/cm2) and the presence of HCN channels (A, Right, gBase

h = 85 μS/cm2). (B, Left) Normalized LFP traces (1 s) computed for the neuropil of 400 μm diameter
with and without HCN channels. (B, Center) Quantification of LFP phase with reference to the excitatory input θ showing the phase lead in the presence of HCN
channels (mean ± SEM, 10 cycles). Note that the corresponding normalized LFP traces computed for the 200-μm and 1000-μm diameter neuropils are shown in
Figs. 2A and 3C, respectively. *P < 0.05, **P < 0.005 (Wilcoxon signed-rank test). (B, Right) Quantification of LFP phase lead introduced by HCN channels,
computed as cycle-matched difference between LFPs computed in the presence and absence of HCN channels. Note that with increase in neuropil size, the LFP
amplitude increased with increased cross-cycle variability (A). Also the noise in the recorded LFPs increased with increase in neuropil size (compare electrodes
close to distal dendrites in Figs. 2 A and B and 3C, for increasing neuropil sizes in that order).
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Fig. S3. Model components of the morphological reconstruction ri04 and computation of LFPs and spike phase from a morphologically heterogeneous
neuropil. (A) A single electrode with seven recording sites, located at the center of the cylindrical neuropil, spanned all strata of the CA1. The two mor-
phologies used (n123 and ri04) are depicted. (B–D) Model parameters associated with the morphology ri04. (B) Distribution of unitary somatic EPSP amplitudes
(vuEPSP) as a function of radial distance from the soma, depicting distance invariance of vuEPSP. (C and D) Input resistance (C) and local and transfer resonance
frequency (D) in the presence of a sigmoidal gradient of HCN conductance (C, Inset), all plotted along the somatoapical trunk. (E) Transfer impedance phase
profile for four different locations along the somatoapical trunk. Arrow indicates the synchronization frequency at ∼8 Hz. (F) Normalized LFP traces (1 s)
computed from a neuropil with a heterogeneous population of the two morphologies in the presence (H) and the absence (PAS) of HCN channels, plotted with
reference to the excitatory input θ. (G, Bottom axis) LFP phase in the presence (H) and the absence (PAS) of HCN channels (mean ± SEM, 10 cycles) at each
recording site, with reference to the excitatory input θ. (G, Top axis) LFP phase difference between the case where HCN channels were present (H) and cor-
responding passive case (PAS) for each recording site. *P < 0.05, **P < 0.005 (Wilcoxon signed-rank test). (H) Raster plot of spike timings for 23 neurons and
corresponding SP LFP, in the presence (H) and the absence (PAS) of HCN channels.
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Fig. S4. Regulation of LFPs and spike phase by excitatory synaptic scaling. (A) SP LFP traces (1 s) for two different values of unitary EPSP amplitude (vuEPSP)
plotted in the absence (gBase

h = 0 μS/cm2) and the presence (gBase
h = 85 μS/cm2) of HCN channels. Note that the example traces for the default value of vuEPSP

(4.8 μV) for gBase
h = 0 μS/cm2 and 85 μS/cm2 are shown in Fig. 2A. The chosen range of vuEPSP ensured that there was no depolarization-induced block of spike

(high excitability) or failure to reach threshold (low excitability). (B) Quantification of LFP phase across 10 different cycles with reference to the excitatory input
θ for corresponding traces shown in A. *P < 0.05 (Wilcoxon signed-rank test). (C) Normalized LFP traces (1 s) for different strata for two values of vuEPSP,
depicting changes in LFP phase with reference to excitatory input θ for gBase

h = 85 μS/cm2. (D) Quantification of the strata-matched LFP phase (10 cycles; mean ±
SEM) with reference to the excitatory input θ for corresponding traces shown in C. (E) Population spike time histograms (1 s) with corresponding SP LFP for two
different vuEPSP values, with gBase

h = 0 μS/cm2 and 85 μS/cm2. Note that there is no significant difference in spike-phase coherence with change in vuEPSP, either in
the presence or in the absence of HCN channels. (F) Spike-phase difference (mean ± SEM) for each neuron plotted for two different values of vuEPSP with gBase

h
fixed at 85 μS/cm2. The cycle-matched phase difference is between spikes obtained with vuEPSP = 4.3 μV or 5.4 μV and spikes obtained with vuEPSP = 4.8 μV (the
baseline value). n = 22 for vuEPSP = 4.3 μV and n = 24 for vuEPSP = 5.4 μV. **P < 0.005 (Student’s t test on the null hypothesis of no spike-phase difference). Note
that here we are comparing the impact of excitatory synaptic scaling on LFP and spike phases and not the impact of HCN channels under different values of
vuEPSP (which was reported in Fig. 4 A–C). Although the impact of HCN channels on LFP and spike phases was comparable across vuEPSP values (Fig. 4 A–C), here
we noted that increase in vuEPSP introduced a small, but significant lag in the SP LFP phase (B) and a significant lead in the spike phase (F). Further, unlike the
LFP phase lead observed with the introduction of HCN channels (Figs. 2 A and B and 4A), the phase shift achieved with synaptic scaling was not consistent
across different strata (D) as a result of differential distribution of excitatory and inhibitory synapses. The lead in spike phase achieved with increase in vuEPSP
was a direct consequence of the phase lag in SP LFP (B) and the propensity for the membrane voltage to reach threshold earlier with a larger excitatory drive.
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Fig. S5. Regulation of LFPs and spike phase by inhibitory synaptic scaling. (A) SP LFP traces (1 s) for two different values of inhibitory synaptic conductance
(ginh) plotted in the absence (gBase

h = 0 μS/cm2) and the presence (gBase
h = 85 μS/cm2) of HCN channels. Note that the example traces for the default value of ginh

(100 pS) for gBase
h = 0 μS/cm2 and 85 μS/cm2 are shown in Fig. 2A. (B) Quantification of LFP phase across 10 different cycles with reference to the excitatory input

θ for corresponding traces shown in A. *P < 0.05, **P < 0.005 (Wilcoxon signed-rank test). (C) Normalized LFP traces (1 s) for different strata for two values of
ginh, depicting changes in LFP phase with reference to excitatory input θ for gBase

h = 85 μS/cm2. (D) Quantification of the strata-matched LFP phase (10 cycles;
mean ± SEM) with reference to the excitatory input θ for corresponding traces shown in C. (E) Population spike time histograms (1 s) with corresponding SP LFP
for two different ginh values, with gBase

h = 0 μS/cm2 and 85 μS/cm2. Note that there is no significant difference in spike-phase coherence with change in ginh,
either in the presence or in the absence of HCN channels. (F) Spike-phase difference (mean ± SEM) for each neuron plotted for two different values of ginh,
with gBase

h fixed at 85 μS/cm2. The cycle-matched phase difference is between spikes obtained with ginh = 50 pS or 200 pS and spikes obtained with ginh = 100 pS
(the baseline value). n = 24 for ginh = 50 pS and n = 23 for ginh = 200 pS. **P < 0.005 (Student’s t test on the null hypothesis of no spike-phase difference). Note
that here we are comparing the impact of inhibitory synaptic scaling on LFP and spike phases and not the impact of HCN channels under different values of ginh

(which was reported in Fig. 4 D–F). Although the impact of HCN channels on LFP and spike phases was comparable across ginh values (Fig. 4 D–F), here we noted
that increase in ginh introduced a significant lead in the SP LFP phase (B) and a significant lag in the spike phase (F). Further, unlike the LFP phase lead observed
with the introduction of HCN channels (Figs. 2 A and B and 4D), the phase shift achieved with synaptic scaling was not consistent across different strata (D) as a
result of differential distribution of excitatory and inhibitory synapses. The lag in spike phase achieved with increase in ginh was a direct consequence of the
phase lead in SP LFP (B) and the propensity for the membrane voltage to reach threshold later with a larger inhibitory drive.
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Fig. S6. Critical regulation of LFPs and spike phase by the phase difference between the excitatory and inhibitory theta inputs. (A) SP LFP traces (1 s) for three
different values of the phase difference between the excitatory and inhibitory theta inputs (ϕgin) plotted in the absence (gBase

h = 0 μS/cm2) and the presence
(gBase

h = 85 μS/cm2) of HCN channels. Note that the example traces for the default value of ϕgin (60°) for gBase
h = 0 μS/cm2 and 85 μS/cm2 are also shown in Fig. 2A.

(B) Quantification of LFP phase across 10 different cycles with reference to the excitatory input θ for corresponding traces shown in A. **P < 0.005 (Wilcoxon
signed-rank test). (C) Normalized LFP traces (1 s) for different strata for three values of ϕgin, depicting changes in LFP phase with reference to excitatory input θ
for gBase

h = 85 μS/cm2. (D) Quantification of the strata-matched LFP phase (10 cycles; mean ± SEM) with reference to the excitatory input θ for corresponding
traces shown in C. (E) Population spike time histograms (1 s) with corresponding SP LFP for three different ϕgin values, with gBase

h = 0 μS/cm2 and 85 μS/cm2. Note
that there is no significant difference in spike-phase coherence with change in ϕgin, either in the presence or in the absence of HCN channels. (F) Spike-phase
difference (mean ± SEM) for each neuron plotted for three different values of ϕgin, with gBase

h fixed at 85 μS/cm2. The cycle-matched phase difference (n = 24) is
between spikes obtained with ϕgin = –60° or 60° and spikes obtained with ϕgin = 0°. **P < 0.005 (Student’s t test on the null hypothesis of no spike-phase
difference). Note that here we are comparing the impact of excitatory–inhibitory phase difference on LFP and spike phases and not the impact of HCN channels
under different values of ϕgin (which was reported in Fig. 4 G–I). Although the impact of HCN channels on LFP and spike phases was comparable across ϕgin

values (Fig. 4 G–I), here we noted that increase in ϕgin introduced a significant lead in the SP LFP phase (B) and a significant lag in the spike phase (F). Further,
unlike the LFP phase lead observed with the introduction of HCN channels (Figs. 2 A and B and 4G), when compared across strata, changes in ϕgin resulted in a
huge phase change only in the SO and SP layers, but not in the SR (F), because inhibitory synapses impinged on perisomatic compartments. The lag in spike
phase achieved with increase in ϕgin was a direct consequence of the phase lead in SP LFP (B).
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Fig. S7. Regulation of LFP and spike phases by HCN channels was invariant to changes in the reversal potential of GABAA receptors. (A) SP LFP traces for the
passive case (PAS) and in the presence of HCN channels (H) for three different values of GABAAR reversal potential. (B, Bottom axis) LFP phase with reference to
the excitatory input θ (mean ± SEM, 10 cycles), computed in the presence (gBase

h = 85 μS/cm2) and the absence (gBase
h = 0 μS/cm2) of HCN channels for three

different values of GABAAR reversal potential. (B, Top axis) Strata-matched phase difference between LFPs obtained with gBase
h = 85 μS/cm2 and 0 μS/cm2,

computed for three different values of GABAAR reversal potential. *P < 0.05, **P < 0.005 (Wilcoxon signed-rank test). (C) Population spike time histograms (1 s)
with corresponding SP LFP for three different GABAAR reversal potential values, with gBase

h = 0 μS/cm2 and 85 μS/cm2. (D) Cycle-matched difference between
spike phases obtained with gBase

h = 85 μS/cm2 and with gBase
h = 0 μS/cm2 for different neurons (mean ± SEM), plotted for each value of GABAAR reversal potential

(n = 24 neurons for GABAAR reversal potential = –80 mV). **P < 0.005 (Student’s t test on the null hypothesis of no spike-phase difference).
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Fig. S8. HCN channels with faster activation time constants were designed to selectivity abolish the inductive lead in the impedance phase. (A) Local im-
pedance phase, for three different gBase

h values at ∼250 μm away from the soma, showing inductive lead at lower frequencies in the presence of HCN channels.
(B) Local impedance phase for gBase

hF values corresponding to gBase
h values at ∼250 μm away from the soma showing the abolishment of inductive lead when HCN

channels were replaced by their faster counterparts. (C–E) Local impedance amplitude matching at ∼250 μm away from the soma at 8 Hz to find the gBase
hF value

corresponding to gBase
h = 55 μS/cm2 (C), 85 μS/cm2 (D), and 160 μS/cm2 (E). (F) SP LFP phase with reference to excitatory input θ for different gBase

hF values. This is
the HCNFast counterpart for the graph shown in Fig. 2B for HCN channels. *P < 0.05, **P < 0.005 (Wilcoxon signed-rank test).
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Fig. S9. Differential regulation of LFP phase and spike phase by HCN channels with slower activation time constants. (A) Voltage-dependent profiles of
activation/deactivation time constants for HCN, HCNFast, and HCNSlow channels. The value of these time constants measured at –65 mV are depicted. (B) Local
impedance amplitude matching at ∼250 μm away from the soma at 8 Hz to find the gBase

hS value corresponding to gBase
h = 85 μS/cm2. (C) Local impedance phase

for gBase
hS , gBase

h , and gBase
hF used in B at ∼250 μm away from the soma showing the increase in peak inductive lead when HCN channels were replaced by their

slower counterparts but at a lower frequency. (D) LFP phase with slower HCN (HS) channels lies between that induced by HCNFast (HF) and HCN (H) channels.
**P < 0.005 (Wilcoxon signed-rank test). (E) Strata-wise quantification of the LFP phase (10 cycles; mean ± SEM) with reference to the excitatory input θ for
gBase
h = 85 μS/cm2 (HCN), its faster counterpart gBase

hF = 25 μS/cm2 (HCNFast), and its slower counterpart gBase
hS = 115 μS/cm2 (HCNSlow). (F) Spike-phase difference

(cycle matched for 8 cycles) between the spike phase for HS/H/HF and gBase
h = 0 μS/cm2. n = 24 for HS and H. **P < 0.005 (Student’s t test on the null hypothesis

of no spike-phase difference). (G–I) Raster plot for 25 neurons and corresponding spike time histogram and SP LFP for gBase
hS = 115 μS/cm2 (G), gBase

h = 85 μS/cm2

(H), and gBase
hF = 25 μS/cm2 (I). Spike-phase coherence, CΦ, was reduced by replacing HCN with HCNSlow channels but was still higher than that in the presence of

HCNFast channels.
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Fig. S10. Somatic spike-phase analysis with reference to LFP from different strata. (A–C, Left) Spike time histogram for somatic spikes with LFP corresponding
to different electrode sites. (A–C, Right) Somatic spike phase across cycles (mean ± SEM) with reference to the LFP recorded at the corresponding electrode site.
(A) gBase

h = 0 μS/cm2, passive; (B) gBase
h = 85 μS/cm2; (C) gBase

hF = 25 μS/cm2. (D, Left) Overlaid somatic spike phase across cycles (mean ± SEM) with reference to the
LFP recorded at the corresponding electrode site for gBase

h = 0 μS/cm2 (PAS), gBase
h = 85 μS/cm2 (H), and gBase

hF = 25 μS/cm2 (HF), showing the lag in spike phase in
the presence of HCN channels that is partially reversed in the presence of HCNFast channels. Note that the trend in spike-phase lag is opposite to the trend in
the LFP phase lead in Fig. 6D. (D, Right) Cycle-matched spike-phase difference (mean ± SEM) between spikes with H/HF and PAS for each electrode site. The
mean spike phase was computed by pooling all the first spikes from all trials, irrespective of the number of spikes fired in individual trials.
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Fig. S11. HCN regulation of LFP phase, spike theta phase, and coherence with 5 Hz theta input resembles that with 8 Hz theta input. (A) Local impedance
matching at ∼250 μm away from the soma at 5 Hz to find the gBase

hF value corresponding to gBase
h = 55 μS/cm2. We employed gBase

h = 55 μS/cm2 for these
simulations because the synchronization frequency was ∼5 Hz. (B) LFP traces for gBase

h = 0 μS/cm2 (PAS), gBase
h = 55 μS/cm2 (H), and its faster counterpart gBase

hF =
25 μS/cm2 (HF) with the reference excitatory input θ (5 Hz). (C) Variation of LFP phase across gBase

h = 0 μS/cm2 (PAS), gBase
h = 55 μS/cm2 (H) in the presence of HCN

channels, and their faster counterpart gBase
hF = 25 μS/cm2 (HF). *P < 0.05 (Wilcoxon signed-rank test). (D) Normalized LFP traces (1 s) for different electrode sites

for PAS/H/HF depicting shifts in LFP phase with reference to the excitatory input θ (5 Hz). (E) For each electrode site, quantification of the LFP phase with
reference to the excitatory input θ for PAS/H/HF. (F) Population spike time histograms (1 s) with corresponding SP LFP for PAS/H/HF. (G) Spike-phase difference
(cycle matched for five cycles) between spike phases for H/HF and PAS, for a population of 22 neurons. **P < 0.005 (Student’s t test on the null hypothesis of no
spike-phase difference).
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